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Abstract: The recent and continuous improvement in the transportation field provides several
different opportunities for enhancing safety and comfort in passenger vehicles. In this context,
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) might provide additional benefits, including smoothness of the
traffic flow and collision avoidance. In addition, Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication may
be exploited in the car-following model to obtain further improvements in safety and comfort by
guaranteeing fast response to critical events. In this paper, firstly an Adaptive Model Predictive
Control was developed for managing the Cooperative ACC scenario of two vehicles; as a second
step, the safety analysis during a cut-in maneuver was performed, extending the platooning vehicles’
number to four. The effectiveness of the proposed methodology was assessed for in different driving
scenarios such as diverse cruising speeds, steep accelerations, and aggressive decelerations. Moreover,
the controller was validated by considering various speed profiles of the leader vehicle, including
a real drive cycle obtained using a random drive cycle generator software. Results demonstrated
that the proposed control strategy was capable of ensuring safety in virtually all test cases and
quickly responding to unexpected cut-in maneuvers. Indeed, different scenarios have been tested,
including acceleration and deceleration phases at high speeds where the control strategy successfully
avoided any collision and stabilized the vehicle platoon approximately 20–30 s after the sudden cut-in.
Concerning the comfort, it was demonstrated that improvements were possible in the aggressive
drive cycle whereas different scenarios were found in the random cycle, depending on where the
cut-in maneuver occurred.

Keywords: safety enhancement; Adaptive Model Predictive Control (AMPC); Battery Electric Vehicle
(BEV); platoon

1. Introduction

Over the last few years, there has been a growing push towards intelligent trans-
port systems (ITS) to achieve sustainable mobility. Advanced Driver-Assistance Systems
(ADASs) provide an important help in achieving this goal, especially if equipped with
technologies enabling a communication network with the surrounding environment. In-
deed, by exploiting connectivity features, improvements in terms of driving safety and
traffic congestion can be obtained. Connectivity is achieved through dedicated channels
including vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I), or vehicle-to-everything
(V2X) communications. In particular, V2V allows the exchange of information between
two or more vehicles. As an example, the dedicated short-range communications (DSRCs)
standard can be adopted for the exchange of speed and acceleration trends among all
vehicles. Depending on the direction of the information flow, several topologies may
be identified. In the literature, predecessor-following, bidirectional predecessor-leader
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following, two predecessor-following, and two predecessor-leader following scenarios are
typically detected [1–3]. Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) along with lane
keeping are some prominent examples of ADASs exploiting V2V to achieve improvements
in traffic flow throughput, safety, and energy consumption. CACC is particularly promising
when platooning to guarantee the desired headway distance [4]. CACC basically combines
adaptive cruise control (ACC) [5] characteristics (i.e., longitudinal dynamics control) and
information coming from the surrounding vehicles [6]. Due to this combination, CACC
results in greater accuracy, faster responses, and the string stability which cannot be always
achieved by ACC.

Research efforts have demonstrated the ability to integrate these V2V-equipped sys-
tems into both vehicle design optimization and control frameworks. Focusing on the
design, Anselma and Belingardi [7] proposed an off-line path following optimization proce-
dure that considers V2V communication in a predecessor-following scenario. The obtained
results demonstrate that potential enhancement in energy savings could derive from the
integration of V2V information into the control strategy, thus enabling the rightsizing of
the power sources in the design process. An example in the control field is provided in [8],
where a robust model predictive control algorithm is introduced to succeed in managing
CACC, even when data packet losses occur.

These systems should also ensure unchanged performances and quick responses even
to dangerous and unexpected maneuvers (such as sudden lane changes), avoiding fatal
collisions and accidents. An example could be the cut-in maneuver which destabilizes
the platoon, forcing the following vehicles to abruptly brake, hence risking to either
rear-end the vehicle that operated the lane change action or to be rear-ended from the
vehicles immediately behind. Furthermore, the occurrence of these situations makes the
design of the CACC system highly complex as the vehicles should also be able to return
to a stable condition in a very short time [8]. However, the effective handling of these
maneuvers is still an open question and several solutions have been proposed in the
literature. Different control algorithms could be employed in this field, including rule-
based, optimization-based, and learning-based strategies, all having diverse strengths and
weaknesses [9]. Rule-based algorithms are easy to implement but generally lack optimality
and require a heavy calibration effort to be effective in different driving situations. In [10],
a rules-based strategy has been implemented in highway mergers at several speeds to
ensure safety in diverse conditions. The results are compared with a reference benchmark
based on mixed integer linear programming (MILP). They found that as the complexity
of the problem increases, the performance of the controller deteriorates. Among the
methods that potentially approach optimality, artificial intelligence-based algorithms have
undergone considerable development in recent years [11,12]. As an example, in [11],
different supervised learning algorithms used for the identification of cut-in maneuvers
are compared and optimal performances are found in the Gradient Boosting algorithm.
However, their robustness and real-time implementation are still open points due to their
computational burden.

Concerning the real-time application as well as the ability to manage different driving
situations while maintaining an optimization-based control logic, Model Predictive Control
of is one of the most effective methods. The reasons lie in its characteristics along with the
operating logic. Indeed, the MPC is based on a receding horizon control strategy. This
family of controllers use a model of a system to derive the optimal controls (or inputs)
for a defined prediction horizon by minimizing a certain objective function, subjected
to constraints. This function is quadratic and considers mainly the error between the
output and reference signals, as will be highlighted in the following sections. Although
the general operating principle remains the same, different types of MPC can be found
in the literature, including non-linear MPC (NMPC), robust MPC, and adaptive MPC.
More precisely, NMPC employs a nonlinear model of the system and often requires high
computational effort, whereas robust MPC is designed to handle unmeasured disturbance
acting on the system [13].
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Kazemi et al. [14] propose a learning-based stochastic model predictive control algo-
rithm to manage cut-in actions when platooning. A pipeline of artificial neural networks
(ANNs) derives the driver behavior and predicts lane change operations. Then, the cut-in
probability is integrated into the MPC-based control framework. In [15], a non-linear
MPC system capable of managing cut-in and cut-out operations is demonstrated for
a heterogeneous vehicle platoon, highlighting the controller’s ability to fulfil safety and
comfort requirements in addition to fuel economy capabilities.

However, to the authors’ knowledge, most of the studies may be computationally
demanding and might not always be implemented in real time operations. Moreover, they
may require a large pool of information that may not always be available, especially when
dealing with artificial intelligent algorithms that have to be trained for various scenarios.
Therefore, an alternative approach is necessary.

The purpose of this study is to implement and test a simple yet effective control
strategy capable of ensuring safety in unexpected and sudden maneuvers that destabilize
a platoon of three Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs). This controller could be implemented
along with advanced sensors and does not need any particular tuning to be effective in
any scenario, improving its advantages. The strategy is based on an Adaptive Model
Predictive Control (AMPC) algorithm for platoon safety enhancement. More specifically,
modifications to the model proposed in [14] were made and proved to be effective in
simplifying the problem, while still retaining the model robustness as well as allowing for
the expected safety enhancement. The various scenarios are simulated using a high-fidelity
model in a Simulink® environment and the controller is developed exploiting the Model
Predictive Control Toolbox™ [16].

The choice of a linear adaptive MPC stems from the reduced computational effort
required compared to a non-linear strategy. Indeed, the former can be solved using
quadratic programming, whereas for the latter it is necessary to develop highly complex
and therefore computationally expensive algorithms. As an example, in [17], a NMPC
based on a real-time scheme is analyzed and compared to the performance of a linear
MPC based on quadratic programming; they demonstrated that comparable computational
efforts can be achieved, but dedicated and more sophisticated algorithms need to be
developed. However, these objectives are beyond the scope of this article and could be
implemented in future works.

In the present study, the prediction model is adapted considering the different oper-
ating conditions that may arise. More precisely, the Adaptive MPC uses a fixed system
model; nonetheless, the parameters change over time. At the beginning of each control
interval, the prediction is made considering an appropriate model for the conditions in
which it is found [16]. This structure is generally used when the plant is non-linear or
holds characteristics that change over time, assuming that over a reduced time interval
the plant is approximately linear. This hypothesis was adopted to avoid worsening the
computation effort required, guaranteeing fast responses in the analyzed driving scenarios.
The performances of the proposed approach are evaluated for different driving missions
with extremely aggressive driving sections, maintaining the required safety distances even
at high speed cut-in situations.

The remainder of this article is presented as follows: The first section of the paper is
devoted to the BEV numerical model to exhaustively illustrate the adopted equations. Then,
the MPC-based framework is presented along with the state space system used to describe
the platoon scenario. Finally, the obtained results are discussed and the conclusions of the
work are inferred.

2. Methodology

The current investigation involved three vehicles travelling along the same road
(where no gradient has been considered), where the two followers are controlled to perform
Cooperative ACC. In the present section, the vehicle powertrain is specified along with the
general equations used. Then, the control strategy adopted by the followers is introduced
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and particular attention is paid to the procedure implemented to guarantee the vehicles’
string stability and safety.

2.1. Vehicle Modelling

A Battery Electric Vehicle (BEV) has been chosen for the purpose of this study. This
type of powertrain exploits the electrical power supplied by a battery and transforms it
into mechanical power by means of an Electrical Machine (EM).

The main data regarding the passenger vehicle, the EM, and the battery are found in
Table 1 and are extracted from [18–20] considering a Fiat 500e model 2020.

Table 1. Vehicle, electrical machine, and battery characteristics.

Parameter Value

Curb weight 1474 kg
Cd 0.311

τf in 9.59
rdyn 0.28 m

EM Peak Power 87 kW
Battery Capacity 115.5 Ah

In order to simulate the behavior of each vehicle, a BEV model has been implemented
in Simulink® and its’ blocks are found in Figure 1. The model involves a Longitudinal
Driver block (i.e., a Proportional-Integrative Controller) which exploits velocity and accel-
eration of the selected drive cycle to output an acceleration/deceleration command; it is
basically a percentage indicating the pedal position of either the accelerator or the brake;
therefore, the higher the value the more aggressive the driving behavior. This information
is then provided to two different customized blocks that compute either the tractive power
request to the battery or the regenerative braking torque, accordingly to the command.
Once the battery power request is known, it can be exploited to compute the diverse
electrical parameters (i.e., internal resistance, open-circuit voltage, and current) and, finally,
the variation in State of Charge (SOC). All the equations used are found in Section 2.2.
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Figure 1. Battery Electric Vehicle implementation on Simulink®.

The accelerator pedal position (APP) is also exploited to compute the EM torque
propelled, which is later fed to the tires (modelled by means of the Pacejka formula) [21].
The actual vehicle velocity is used by the driver model to minimize the error with the
reference value, hence closing the control loop.

2.2. Battery and EM Modelling

As aforementioned, a customized block (namely the Torque and SOC subsystem in
Figure 1) has been developed in order to simulate the electrical behavior of the powertrain.
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The inputs required are the rotational speed of the EM, which depends on the vehicle
velocity and the transmission, and the APP percentage. These parameters are used to
compute the EM torque TEM, which is then exploited to compute the battery power request
Pbatt, as follows:

Pbatt = (ωEM × TEM) + LEM + Paux (1)

where ωEM is the rotational speed of the EM, LEM holds for the electrical power losses, and
Paux is the auxiliary power request (i.e., the power needed to run auxiliary components). In
the present study, such power absorption is set to 500 W. Once the battery power request is
calculated, it can be exploited along with the actual SOC to find the internal resistance Rin
and the open-circuit voltage Voc. These two values are then used to compute the current
flowing through the battery Ibatt, exploiting the equivalent battery model [22,23], as found
in Equation (2):

Ibatt =
Voc −

√
Voc

2 − 4RinPbatt

2 Rin
(2)

Finally, the variation in SOC is calculated:

.
SOC =

∫ Ibatt
Qbatt

dt (3)

where Qbatt is the maximum capacity of the battery, expressed in ampere-seconds. The
integral is solved using the integrator block available in Simulink®.

2.3. Control Problem Definition

The scenario studied in this research is the Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control.
For simplicity, only the longitudinal dynamic is considered, whereas any impact on the
lateral motion is neglected. In CACC, a string of vehicles travel along the same road lane
and might communicate diverse information via V2V technologies, thus ensuring platoon
stability and safety. In order to explain the dynamic relationships among the string, we
can start considering the lead-following vehicles framework. Herein, these two have an
inter-vehicular distance whose desired value ∆sre f (also referred to as reference value) is
computed using the following formula [14,24]:

∆sre f ,i = d0 + th vi (4)

where d0 is the standstill spacing (i.e., the desired distance when the velocity of the platoon
is null), th is the time gap that ensures a reasonable degree of safety, given that the higher
the velocity of the following vehicle, the larger the desired distance, and vi is the velocity
of the i-th vehicle. By comparing the reference value to the actual one, it is possible to
compute the spacing error as follows:

∆sreal,i = si−1 − si (5)

δi = ∆sre f ,i − ∆sreal,i (6)

where ∆sreal, i is the real distance between the two vehicles, si−1 and si are the actual
position of the lead and following vehicles, respectively, and δi is the spacing error.
An exhaustive description of the dynamics of the i-th vehicle can be provided by the
following linearized system:

.
δi = vi−1 − vi − th

.
vi.

∆v .
i
= ai−1 − ai

.
ai =

1
τ (ui − ai)

(7)

where: all the derivatives are to be considered over time,
.

δi is the derivative of the spacing
error, vi−1 is the velocity of the preceding vehicle,

.
vi is the acceleration of the follower,
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ai−1 and ai are the acceleration of the lead and following vehicles, respectively,
.

ai is the
variation in acceleration of the i-th vehicle, τ is the driveline time constant (i.e., 0.1 s in this
article), and ui is the control input provided by the controller. The state space equation of
this system can therefore be written as:

.
xi(t) = Ai xi(t) + Bi ui(t) + Gi ai−1(t)

yi(t) = Cixi(t)
(8)

in which
.
xi(t) is the derivative of the state vector and represent the evolution of the system,

xi(t) and yi(t) are the state and output vectors, respectively, and can be found below along
with the state matrices:

Ai =

 0 1 −th
0 0 −1
0 0 − 1

τ

 Bi =

 0
0
1
τ

 Gi =

 0
1
0

 Ci =

 0
1
0


xi(t) =

[
δi ∆vi ai

]T yi(t) =
[

δi ∆vi
]T

(9)

In order to solve the system and obtain an optimal control strategy, the Adaptive
Model Predictive Control is computed via the Matlab/Simulink Toolbox ™ [16]. Moreover,
in order to allow for optimal handling of the control input, the system is discretized using
the Euler forward method with fixed time step Ts. Hence, the state space formulation in (8)
and the corresponding matrices become:

xi (k + 1) = Ai xi(k) + Bi ui(k) + Gi ai−1(k)
yi(k) = Cixi(k)

(10)

Ai =

 0 1 −th·Ts
0 0 −Ts
0 0 1− Ts

τ

 Bi =

 0
0
Ts
τ

 Gi =

 0
Ts
0

 Ci =

 Ts
Ts
0

 (11)

in which k is the current time sample. It is worth mentioning that the communication
channel is considered ideal and therefore does not involve any time delay or package loss.

The optimal control input at the current time sample uopt(k) is computed as the one
minimizing the cost function J(k) [25]:

J(k) =
p
∑

i=1

{
wy
[
y(k + 1|k)− ytarget

]}2

+
p−1
∑

i=1
{w∆u[ u(k + i|k)− u(k + i− 1|k)]}2 + ρε ε2

k

(12)

where: wy and w∆u are appropriate weights applied to the corresponding terms, ytarget
is the target outputs vector, which are initially set to zero (i.e., both the spacing error
and the relative velocity between the two vehicles should be zero at the beginning of
the simulation), p is the prediction horizon, and εk and ρε are the slack variable and the
corresponding weight, used to quantify the worst case constraint violation. Hence, the
optimal control input is defined as:

uopt(k) = argmin
u

J(k)

s.t.

 δmin ≤ δ(k + i|k) ≤ δmax
∆vmin ≤ ∆v(k + i|k) ≤ ∆vmax

umin ≤ u(k + i|k) ≤ umax

(13)

in which the constraints applied to the spacing error and the relative velocity are set as soft
ones whereas the constraint on the acceleration is of the hard type.

It is worth pointing out that no time delay in the controller has been considered in
this work due to the fact that it is out of the scope of this article.
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2.4. Safety Enhancement in Cut-In Maneuvers

The main objective of this study is to enhance safety during a sudden cut-in maneuver
for three platooning vehicles. The made up scenario embeds a fourth vehicle that at
a certain time step enters the platoon between the leader and the first following vehicle
(also referred to as I follower). The second follower is itself being controlled by the Adaptive
MPC, as explained in the section above, and the goal is to avoid collision between I and II
followers in the cut-in phase. For sake of clarity, the scenario just presented is illustrated in
Figure 2. In order to avoid any collision and ensure safety, two major changes have been
applied to the control strategy of the I follower.
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The spacing error between the I follower and the lead vehicle was computed, modify-
ing the approach proposed in [14]:

δ =
∆sreal

(2− e−α P)
− ∆sre f (14)

where P is a binary term that is null and switches to 1 when a possible cut-in maneuver is
detected, and α is a parameter large enough to nullify the exponential when P is equal to 1.
Thus, using this modified version of the formula, the spacing error fed to the MPC is larger
when the fourth vehicle is cutting into the platoon, and, as a consequence, the cost function
drastically increases. Therefore, the controller starts to decelerate the I follower before the
cut-in maneuver occurs, avoiding any possible collision in the string. The formulation
of P is one of the novelties introduced by the present research; it basically holds for the
cut-in probability and could eventually result from a cut-in detection technology. However,
development of this system is out of the scope of this research, and some examples are
already found in the literature [26,27]. The computation of P has been modified to achieve
a more flexible strategy capable of enhancing safety even when a limited amount of data is
available and/or when the AI based algorithm may fail in providing this cut-in probability.

The second change applied to the strategy controlling the I follower is the variation in
the target spacing error. As already mentioned, at the beginning, the values in ytarget were
both null in order to closely follow the targets. However, by increasing the first term of
the vector (i.e., the one referring to the target spacing error), the I follower vehicle actually
moves slightly further away from the leader, hence resulting in larger flexibility and higher
safety. The variation on target spacing error is numerically small (i.e., 3 m for the purpose
of the present study).

Moreover, such variation is gradually achieved through a soft ramp not to worsen
the passenger comfort. As a follow up, the previously explained logic could eventually be
triggered by advanced sensors driven by the P value or via V2X communications, in the
case of detected incoming vehicles close to the platoon.

The aforementioned modifications allow the proposed strategy to be simple (i.e., not
requiring any advanced algorithm to properly work) and at the same time effective, enhanc-
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ing safety and avoiding any collision during a sudden cut-in maneuver, as demonstrated
in the next section.

3. Results

As previously discussed, the research aims at enhancing safety during a cut-in ma-
neuver while platooning. In order to test the proposed controller and prove its robustness,
two aggressive cycles have been considered, namely the Supplemental Federal Test Proce-
dure US06 and a random cycle (generated using a Random Cycle Generator software [28]).
The main characteristics of the second cycle are provided in Table 2, whereas the entire
drive cycle is found in Appendix A in Figure A2 (see also Figure A1 for the speed profile of
the US06).

Table 2. Main properties of the Random Cycle.

Parameter Value

Time length [s] 2751
Peak velocity [km/h] 145
Mean velocity [km/h] 45.2

Acceleration range [m/s2] −3–2.6

It is worth mentioning that the cut-in vehicle is also controlled by the Adaptive Model
Predictive Control explained in the section above, without the modifications proposed to
enhance the safety, which are in turn applied to the I follower control strategy.

The cut-in maneuver has been tested in different time instants in both drive missions
to exhaustively address safety in diverse scenarios. In the following section, four cases
are illustrated:

• Two involve the sudden cut-in maneuver occurring at high velocity, yet in an approxi-
mately coasting phase (i.e., the vehicles are at a constant speed and no steep changes
in velocity are found).

• Two embed the aggressive cut-in maneuver to occur in dangerous conditions, in-
cluding an aggressive acceleration in the Random cycle and a steep deceleration in
the US06.

For the sake of conciseness, the latter scenarios are discussed and illustrated in the
following part, whereas the first two frameworks are briefly discussed, and the figures are
found only in Appendix A (Figures A3 and A4).

Regarding the cut-in maneuvers occurring in a coasting phase, the two scenarios are
discussed together, due to their similarity. In both drive cycles, it can be observed how as
soon as the I follower perceives the vehicle entering the platoon it decelerates for about
5 s. This deceleration allows the I follower to increase the distance again with respect to its
predecessor up to 40 m, and avoid any collision between the two.

Concerning instead the II follower, it decreases its speed at a lower rate than the I
following vehicle, and safely handles the sudden cut-in without any rear-end collision.
As illustrated in Figures A3 and A4 (in Appendix A), the new equilibrium following the
insertion of the cut-in vehicle is reached approximately after 20 s, confirming the quality of
the proposed control strategy.

It is worth focusing on the aggressive and highly dangerous phases considered in
the study, which, in the authors’ opinion, provide better insight into the quality of the
proposed strategy. Figure 3 reports the safety analysis for the cut-in occurring during
an aggressive acceleration in the Random Cycle. More specifically, Figure 3a depicts the
speed profiles in the Random Cycle of the three platooning vehicles along with the cut-in
one (refer to the legend for the trace colors). The cut-in is clearly marked by the vertical
dashed line and occurs at 2488 s, in the middle of an aggressive acceleration. As soon as the
I follower (blue trace) perceives the vehicle cutting-into the platoon, it starts to decelerate
at the maximum rate (i.e., 3 m/s2), whereas the II follower (green trace) easily avoids any
accident by lowering its velocity at a moderate rate. Figure 3a also highlights that the
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stability of the new string is reached roughly 30 s after the cut-in occurs. The noticeable
overshoot in speeds of both the I and II following vehicles is mainly due to the fact that
the control strategy aims at minimizing the spacing error, and hence, will consistently
accelerate both vehicles once the cut-in maneuver is over.
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Figure 3b,c display information on the real and reference inter-vehicular distances
between I follower and its preceding vehicle and II and I followers, respectively. It is worth
observing that when referring to the I follower, the distance is measured with respect to the
leader vehicle afore the cut-in maneuver is performed, whereas it subsequently switches to
the distance between the I follower and the cut-in vehicle in the remaining portion of the
cycle. The traces prove that the proposed strategy allows the I follower to be appropriately
distant from the lead vehicle and to bear the cut-in without causing any accident.

Similarly, Figure 4 reports the safety analysis for the cut-in occurring during the
deceleration phase in the US06 drive mission. All of the charts and traces retain the same
meaning as for Figure 3. More specifically, Figure 4a illustrates the vehicles’ speed profiles
in the US06, whereas Figure 4b provides a zoomed time window in the neighborhood
of the cut-in maneuver occurring at 473 s. The I follower sharply decelerates as soon as
the sudden event occurs (Figure 4b, reaching the minimum value of 3 m/s2). As far as
the inter-vehicular distance between the I follower and its preceding vehicle (Figure 4c)
is concerned, it is worth observing that the abrupt change is promptly balanced by the
proposed strategy.
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Referring to the II follower, its deceleration mildly increases while avoiding the
collision, still remaining close to the reference distance (Figure 4d). Overall, the platoon
reaches the new equilibrium in about 20 s. As demonstrated in virtually all cases, the
proposed safety enhancer strategy avoids a rear-end collision between II and I followers
when the fourth vehicle suddenly moves into the platoon.

In order to provide an exhaustive analysis of the strategy general performances,
a brief study on comfort has been also performed. In doing so, the root mean square value
of the accelerations has been considered throughout the entire cycle for the three vehicles
that were originally platooning. The precise values are presented in Table 3 along with the
relative variation with respect to the lead vehicle (in brackets), for the two extreme test
cases presented.

Table 3. Comfort analysis results.

Drive Mission Lead Vehicle I Follower II Follower

US06 0.787 m/s2 0.752 m/s2 (−4.4%) 0.703 m/s2 (−10.7%)
Random Cycle 0.446 m/s2 0.465 m/s2 (+4.3%) 0.444 m/s2 (−0.5%)
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As illustrated, there is a substantial improvement in comfort when simulating the US06,
especially when considering the II follower. On the random cycle instead, a worsening value
arises for the acceleration of the I follower. This is mainly to be ascribed to the fact that
the cut-in maneuver occurs at high speed during an acceleration phase; thus, the sudden
deceleration of the I follower to respond to the cut-in decreases the comfort. Indeed, if we
compute the comfort of the lead and I following vehicles up to the cut-in event, similar
values arise and the latter even proves for a slight improvement in the driving comfort.
Thus, the worsened value derived for the entire cycle is basically to be attributed to the
instantaneous response of the I follower to the cut-in maneuver.

4. Conclusions

Safety enhancement in the transportation field is of crucial interest nowadays due to
the innovative technologies and sensors being used in recent vehicles.

This study presented the design of a simple yet effective strategy exploiting an Adap-
tive Model Prediction Control algorithm to improve safety. The quality of the proposed
controller has been tested in a three Battery Electric Vehicles platoon on two different and
aggressive cycles, namely the US06 and a Random mission (generated using a Random
Cycle Generator software). All the scenarios have been tested on a high-fidelity vehicle
model implemented in Simulink®, ensuring the robustness of the control strategy.

The strategy succeeded in avoiding accidents deriving from a sudden cut-in maneuver
in virtually all test cases. Compelling evidence of the control strategy quality is also
provided by the two aggressive scenarios proposed, including a cut-in occurring at high
speeds while accelerating and a second cut-in happening when decelerating. A comfort
analysis has also been performed, demonstrating that the sudden response to the cut-in
maneuver worsens the driving conditions when referring to the I follower. Still, in the
US06, both following vehicles have demonstrated improved performance in comfort with
respect to the leader.

The proposed strategy could be applied in different frameworks, ensuring safety in
a vehicle string without requiring any advanced technology. It could be utilized along with
sensors capable of detecting possible cut-ins, already found in literature, and it could avoid
rear-end collisions in a variety of different scenarios, even at high speeds.

Future works might include a larger number of vehicles platooning to study the
response of each of them during a sudden maneuver. Moreover, it could be interesting to
consider both longitudinal and lateral dynamics and analyze the controller response when
the cut-in maneuver occurs during a curve. Finally, V2X solutions may be interfaced to the
proposed strategy to further check on its robustness.
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